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一 . 填充：使用動詞的正確形式填充。 

1. It's essential for us ________ (wake up) early.
2. She can ________  (help) you with your homework.
3. He is interested in ________  (read) photography.
4. They decided ________ (take) a break.
5. She loves ________ (dance) every weekend.
6. It's important for us ________ (learn) how to play the guitar.
7. Let's ________ (go) to the store together.
8. We plan on________ (go) to the park.
9. They agreed ________ (attend) the concert together.
10. She enjoys ________ (read) novels before bedtime.
11. Our goal is ________   (learn) a new language this year.
12. He suggested ________   (have) a picnic in the park.
13. It's challenging, but I hope ________  (become) fluent in Spanish.

二 . 填充：用列表中合適的複合名詞完成每個句子。每個複合名詞使用一次。

meet up lookout log out look forward to look after 

1. After a long day of work, don't forget to _________ from your computer to ensure the security of
your account.

2. When I go on vacation, my neighbor kindly agrees to __________ my plants and collect my
mail.

3. We __________ catching up with old friends at the reunion next month.
4. As you cross the street, always remember to _________ for oncoming traffic to ensure your

safety.
5. Jane can't wait to _________ the new team members at the orientation event next week.
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三 . 閱讀理解：細心閱讀文章，把答案填在橫線上，選擇題 則在○內塗黑。

In the vast expanse of outer space, the starship Aurora soared through uncharted galaxies. Captain 
Serena and her intrepid crew discovered a celestial anomaly—a portal to another dimension. As they 
traversed this cosmic gateway, breathtaking landscapes unfolded. Nebulas danced with vibrant colors, 
and alien worlds beckoned exploration. Yet, lurking in the void was a mysterious force. The starship 
faced challenges, testing the crew's mettle. Amidst interstellar storms and encounters with 
extraterrestrial life, friendships deepened. The journey transformed into an odyssey, forging bonds as 
unbreakable as the cosmos itself. 

1. What is the starship's
name in the outer space
adventure?

○ A) Orion ○ B) Aurora

○ C) Celestial ○ D) Galactic

2. What did the crew
discover in outer space?

○ A) A new star ○ B) A cosmic storm

○ C) A portal to another dimension ○ D) A black hole

3. What unfolded as the
starship traversed the
cosmic gateway?

○ A) Uncharted galaxies ○ B) Breathtaking landscapes

○ C) Interstellar storms ○ D) Extraterrestrial life

4. What danced with vibrant
colors in outer space?

○ A) Alien worlds ○ B) Celestial bodies

○ C) Nebulas ○ D) Cosmic storms

5. What tested the crew's
mettle during the
adventure?

○ A) Deep space exploration ○ B) Challenges in the void

○ C) Lurking mysteries ○ D) Celestial anomalies

6. What deepened amidst
interstellar storms and
encounters with
extraterrestrial life?

○ A) Friendships ○ B) Cosmic anomalies

○ C) Galactic mysteries ○ D) Alien landscapes

7. What transformed into an
odyssey during the outer
space journey?

○ A) The starship ○ B) The cosmic gateway

○ C) The crew's friendships ○ D) The celestial force




